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UPCOMING
EVENTS FOR
ALUMNI
•

Sept. 7. is IUJ World
Wide Friday.
Help make a Video
Letter to campus!
RSVP to Chapter
Leaders

•

Nov. 10 is a special
25th Anniversary
“Open Day” on
campus.
RSVP to alumni@

•

Nov. 21 is a 25th
Anniversary
Celebration in
Tokyo for IUJ
sponsors and related
groups.
RSVP to alumni@
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Where We Came from and Who We Are: 1982-2007
In the mid
1970s, Mr.
Sohei Nakayama had a
vision of a
small university in
the countryside of Japan where promising
young men and women from
Japan and the world, could
gather to learn with, and from
each other and prepare themselves for what the world
would need: talented global
thinkers with the skills, patience and understanding
needed to make our intertwined economies flourish,
and our ever-globalizing cultures mesh; People prepared
to solve issues requiring
cross-border solutions.
These young people would
study together in English, live
together on a residential campus, play together in a gym
and on tennis courts, and
study with an international
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One of our favorite senseis
to complain about has just
retired from IUJ after 20
years of helping us tackle
Japanese. We all have our
stories, our memories, our
loving complaints, lots of
thanks, and I know many of
you share the desire to send
her off into retirement in
style!

faculty in a cross-subject,
comprehensive curriculum.
When done, they would return
to major corporations and enter international organizations

In 2007, we are all his living
legacy.
In just 25 years, IUJ has
changed from a campus of 43
individuals, to a family of

IUJ Founder Dr. Sohei Nakayama (1906 - 2005) - 6th from the left - is joined by other
creators of IUJ at the official opening ceremony. Looking on are the first faculty
and staff members, company sponsors, and local community guests.

and governments using their
network of friendships and
their new understandings of
people, language and culture
in their daily professional
lives. They would stand out:
they would be global leaders.
In 1982 the vision took form.

nearly 2,500 members from 110
countries, and counting.
Follow IUJ’s history along with
world history, and relive these
years through a timeline of
world events, IUJ developments and alumni memories.
See pages 8-13.

Tamaru-sensei Retires
We estimate that Tamarusensei taught directly over
400 IUJ graduates, influenced double that, spent
6,300 hours in the classroom
and many more in tutorials,
and gave some 6,000 quizzes, not to mention hallway
and Shokudo challenges of
our developing language
skills.
So please join us in thanking
her for her tireless efforts.

Above: Tamarusensei in 1991.
Right: conferring
with IUJ Founder
Nakayama, and Prof.
Otsuki

But wait, don't send flowers or
cards (though Tamaru-sensei
did mention BIG diamonds
would be accepted), please
make a donation in her name
to the ThANKS Fund!
See pages 4-5 for details, and
check out how the current students sent her off!
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May Celebrations
IUJ Alumni enjoyed reuniting in
Tokyo (right), visiting campus,
fishing with their kids (above),
and coming to ASEAN Night
with their families (below) and
area friends.

On May 25, as part of IUJ’s
25th Anniversary celebrations, well over 100
alumni gathered in Shiodome for a boisterous
evening of renewing
friendships. With 8
alumni coming from overseas, and the Class of
1997 celebrating their
10th anniversary, the
night was full of laughter,
memories and IUJ mugs!
IUJ Chairman Y. Kobayashi and President Y. Sugihara were on hand to welcome the alumni and give
a Kampai. Several Nijikai’s followed!

and finding their off campus friends and old
haunts.

Sunday morning brunch
with several faculty members was a great success.
The weather held for our
outside meal, followed by
a chance for kids and
Dads/Moms to catch fish
from the stocked stream.

Special thanks to all that
made the effort to attend!
We hope to see you again
in Tokyo or on campus.

Alumni enjoyed seeing
each other, remembering
their IUJ days, meeting old
faculty and new students,

A FULL slide show of May
25-27 is available on the
Alumni Homepage!

Your next chance is IUJ
Open Day, Nov. 10!

Claudia Calich IR91

finally

I couldn’t have asked for a better
coincidence. I had a business trip
planned for Asia, which included a
stop in Japan, amongst a few other
countries. It just happened that my
first day of meetings were scheduled for Monday, May 28. After
checking my e-mails from
Gretchen, I realized that it was
right around the weekend of IUJ’s
25th Anniversary celebration. It
was an easy decision. I was going
to be back on campus for the first
time in 16 years! I dusted off my
Nihongo book and began again
with lesson 1.

arrived at
IUJ, I
couldn’t
hold back
my tears as
we walked
under the
main gate.”

The excitement of seeing former
colleagues and the campus was
growing stronger. I
attended Friday
night’s party in
Tokyo and saw
some familiar
faces: Minato-san,
Jega-san, Ho-san,
Steve, fellow New
York neighbors
Adam and Julie whom I have met
at alumni functions in NY, and
many more new, interesting
alumni that I just met for the first
time.

Claudia with
classmate
Debbie
TurenneTanamura, and
her spouse former IUJ
staff member
and band
member,
Tanamura-san

25TH

Pras, Takao, Seigo and Cenk
share hugs and smiles in Tokyo

Back To IUJ After 16 Years

“When we

ALUMNI

The next day, alumni
trickled back to campus
for an Onsen visit, campus
tours, and a great ASEAN
night in the gym with over
100 alumni, plus many
spouses and kids coming!

NEWS

ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL

EDITION

But the highlight of the trip would
undoubtedly come the next day,
being back in Urasa. My friend
Debbie (IR91) and Tanamura-san
came along. Our first stop in
Niigata was to refuel our bellies
with the delicious handmade soba
from the Hakkai-san soba shop.
When we finally arrived at IUJ, I
confess I couldn’t hold back my
tears as we walked under the main
gate. It was quite an emotional
experience, a flashback in which I
saw myself back in my early 20s
once again. The campus hadn’t
changed that much, with a few
exceptions: the trees were taller,
SD2 now had a younger brother
called SD3 and the library computers were no longer boxy Macintosh computers, but shiny Samsungs with ・gasp ・Internet!
But beyond that, things looked the
same. The rice fields had just been
seeded, smiling students from all
parts of the world were busy
cooking for the ASEAN night and
the place looked peaceful as always. I was afraid that nobody
would recognize me after all these
years, but I was relieved that Rumiko-san and Tamaru-sensei instantly did and told me that I

looked very genki. I stayed
overnight in SD1, dreaming on
how I manage to live in such a
small space for 2 years. I left
campus with fond memories and
hope to return, this time in less
than 16 years.
LIFE AFTER IUJ
I have been living in New York
since graduation. I am a Portfolio
Manager at INVESCO, an asset
management firm, managing $1
billion in emerging markets debt.
My M.A. degree was in I.R. / International Economics and my Master’s thesis was about the Latin
America’s debt problem.
Back in the late 1980s, several
countries were in the process of
restructuring their commercial
debt with foreign creditors, Japan
being one of them. It is no coincidence that I am now trading and
investing in these types of instruments, as I always had an interest
in the topic.
After having written my thesis on
the restructuring pattern of this
debt, I can say that the historical
and theoretical framework of my
research definitely helped to shape
my career.
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Indonesia Chapter Unveils own Logo
nies also came representing the Jakarta
Japan Club (JJC).
Representatives from
NTA, JICA, Indonesia
and Japan friendship
groups, and many
others also came.

On May 25, as the Tokyo Alumni
gathered, so did those in Jakarta
in a major celebration involving
leaders of the Japanese community and Jakarta-Japan friendship
groups. The Alumni Chapter,
led by Salim Saleh, unveiled the
Jakarta Chapter Logo. Here is
their story.

The ceremony was held in
an auditorium at DG Taxes
(Salim’s office). We decorated the place with around
25 Japanese dolls, and a
banner with IUJ Jakarta
Chapter Logo above the
stage. Around 60 IUJers
came, joined by friends in
DG Taxes who graduated
from other schools in Japan.
Surprisingly, the President
Director of one of the largest Japanese motor compa-

The event started
with a welcoming
speech by Zulkarnaen
Pasaribu (IR03) as host of
this event. Salim Saleh
(IM01), the Jakarta Chapter
Chair, then gave an overview about IUJ and introduced the profile of IUJ
graduates in Jakarta. He
explained about the Chapter there, and unveiled
their new logo! “Now people can know we exist!”
The group all stood in front
of "Tumpeng" (a yellow
rice dish shaped like a
cone - see photo), a symbol of celebration in the
Indonesian traditional way
(“Actually it is replacing
the birthday cake” explains Salim).

Together, the group
prayed and then Salim cut
the top of the Tumpeng
and gave it to the most senior person in the group, Mr.
Dida from BAPPENAS. After that there was much
singing, dancing, chatting
and picture taking.
The Jakarta Chapter group
sold some gifts (pen boxes,
name card boxes, T-shirts,
hats, key chains, and pins)
with their new logo on
them to raise funds.
“Unfortunately, we are still
far from breaking even.
But that is ok. We
will sell them
door to door.”

A new logo:

--The event was a
major success, and campus is thankful for the
wonderful efforts by our
friends in Jakarta.

“Now people
can know we
exist!”

IUJ World Wide Friday - Sept. 7 Plans
Cities which have so far confirmed events are
Alumni in Hong Kong
gathered in May!
Information is tricking in from
our wonderful Chapter Chairs
and Vice Chairs about this
year’s special IUJ WorldWide
Friday! Most cities plan to
gather on Sept. 7, or a date
near then.
For details on events near you
watch the Events Website for
Alumni and contact your
Chapter leadershttp://www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/
aa_chapters/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accra
Cairo (late August)
Dhaka
Beijing
Brisbane
Istanbul
Kuala Lumpur
London: Nursery Tavern
Pub on Charlotte Street
[opposite the Charlotte
Street Hotel]
Nagoya 7pm at Shooter's
Sports Bar near Fushimi
station
Nepal
Tokyo
Toronto
Shanghai
Washington, DC. Sept
7th, 6pm, at Cafe Asia,
1720 I Street NW

Video Letters to Campus!
This year at IUJ Friday, we are
asking you all to send in a greeting to IUJ to help celebrate our
25th Anniversary. The video
clips will be compiled into one
show, and used at the November
Tokyo celebrations, at Open
Day, and hopefully put on the
Alumni webpage!
No Event in Your Area?
Join me in a Cyber Reunion!
Find me today on
SKYPE: gretchen.shinoda
YahooMS: IUJAlumniOffice
Let’s test settings now, and have
a WebCam or Chat reunion!

IUJ
Fridays
are a
chance for
alumni,
world
wide, to
gather
socially to
strengthen
our
network,
make
friends,
and
remember
our IUJ
days!
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First
nickname
Tamarusensei
“earned”
was . . .

Dungeon
Keeper
(given by
Andrew Friday
Class of 1987)

小
. . . with
arms
slightly
raised to the
sides, saying
“This is
what you do
if you want a
‘small’ bowl
of rice at the
Shokudo”.

Tamaru-sensei, ARIGATOU! Special Tributes . . .
went to Japan
-- Japanese noodles.
Because Tamarusensei hired me to
type in Japanese, I
not only learned how
to pronounce those
kanji, I was able to
enjoy a lot of noodles. Thanks to Tamaru sensei’s education, I have been
Tamaru-sensei at the front of
able
to use Japanese (of
her class - maybe yours
course typing the language as well) ever since
Sorrien Scott IR87
my graduation, whether I
I will always rememworked in Japan, North
ber her permanent
America or China. She
beautiful smile. She
was not the extremely
was always immacusoft Japanese woman I
lately dressed. I was
had seen from movies
always embarrassed
and TV, but she was for
when she insisted on
me the kindest, yet strictspeaking Japanese to
est sensei in IUJ.
us in an effort to encourage us to learn the Tamaru-sensei, thank
language. Best wishes you for all the teaching,
for her retirement.
and thank you for the
opportunity to work as a
Vinita (Mehra) Sethi –
typist. You are sincerely
IR89 I was on a Moninvited to come and visit
busho scholarship and me here in Shanghai and
joined IUJ a month afplease give me a chance
ter everybody. My first to buy you a dinner so
meeting was with this
that I can return some of
stern-looking lady in
the treats of delicious
her room, who said she Japanese noodles of two
wasn’t sure if I could
decades ago.
join her class. Well,
she tested me the next Robert Jones IM90 I will
day, for endurance, I
never forget several
guess. I will never
times over the two years
forget her most weltaking her courses that I
coming smile when I
called her up at least
went to get the results . twice on the morning of
. . I was in The Taour semi-final and/or
maru Class!! I would- final exams and told her
n’t miss it for anything- that I give up and cannot
-even when it snowed
take the exam because
heavily and I just
Japanese was too difficult
wanted to curl up and
for me. I told her that I
sleep. I was there
would rather get some
every morning without more sleep and receive
coffee -- shows how
an “F” than take an exam
efficiently she kept us
that I know I am doomed
awake and alive!
to fail. Each time she
insisted that I take the
You have been,
exam and luckily she
Tamaru-sensei, a great didn’t fail me! I have to
inspiration and a great say I tried my best.
teacher!
Before I arrived in Japan I
Dilun Tan, IR89
had never used chop
There was one thing
sticks in my entire life
that I began to love
and it took me about 4
immediately after I
months to learn how to

use them – as you can
imagine I lost a lot of
weight in these first few
months. My Japanese
language skills were
even worse, but thanks to
Tamaru-sensei and her
team I am fairly fluent
even today. I’ll never
forget her smile and
kindness.
Jegathesan Muniandy
IR90
Tamaru-sensei is indeed
a legend just like our
Hakkaisan mountain. I
was taught basic Japanese language by her.
She was a tough teacher
but I guess many of us
gained from her style of
teaching.
One incident that I will
continue to remember
was when I was asked to
introduce myself: I said:
“Watashi no namae wa
Jegathesan” and she immediately corrected me
by saying: You do not
use the word "san" when
you introduce yourself. I
had to reply: “San was
watashi no san," and the
whole class burst into
laughter but not
poor Tamaru-sensei. . .
Beygo Ilign Yormulz IR95
We all have very fond
memories of Tamarusensei and I wish her the
best, and best of luck in
her new life after
IUJ. Tamaru-sensei was
such a vivid teacher. I
remember her standing
up, with arms slightly
raised to the sides, saying “This is what you do
if you want a ‘small’ bowl
of rice at the shokudo.” Then she opened
her arms real wide to the
sides, saying “This is
what you do when you
want a ‘big’ bowl of
rice”. How funny and
brilliant she was. I will
never forget the kanji for
“chiisai” and “ookii”
ever in my life.

Hees Chinju IM98
Unbelievable that she's
retiring... she was so
kind and warm to every
body, even non-students
of hers like me.
Chengjun Shan IM03
Many thanks to our beloved Tamaru-sensei for
her patience, strictness
and kindness with all her
students! The everlasting smile on her face has
made Japanese not a
“Mission Impossible” to
me.

Sevinj Ibrahimova IM06
I started to learn Japanese at IUJ. Earlier I did
not have any experience
of learning this language. From the beginning I was struggling
with hiragana and katakana. Tamaru sensei was
always making fun of my
Japanese letters by telling that I was inventing
new letters that were
unrecognizable to the
Japanese people.

Makarand Prabhune
IM06
The very humble,
charming lady, always
young at heart and admired by all her students. Japanese lessons
couldn’t have been
more fun without her.
Nihongo class will always miss her!
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. . . . . Now Revenge! “Make Me Go Broke”
Tamaru-sensei deserves
a lot of thanks and a lot of
credit for pulling us
through the process of
learning Japanese. Her
style is certainly unique,
and she has touched
many of our lives
To honor her, please contribute to the ThANKS
Fund: The AlumniNaKayama Scholarship
Fund, in her name. Our
donations will go directly
to supporting an incoming student with a scholarship! And the best part
is you get to take REVENGE on our sensei
when you do!

For every alum that
makes a donation
in her name, Tamaru-sensei will
donate 1,000 yen to
our scholarship
fund!

Tamaru-sensei
says:
“This is your last chance
to get back at me for all
those quizzes, assignments, and exams!
Rather than sending
cards or flowers (though
BIG diamonds are appreciated),
make me go broke!
Please help make it possible for someone else
to study Japanese at IUJ
through a Donation and I will match it with
1,000 yen from my
pocket!”
Jason “Eddie” Bowers
(IR90) has already made a
donation in Tamarusensei’s name! With his
generous “ThANKS” gift he
writes:
Tamaru-sensei is a major
character on campus, especially for foreigners as she

exhorts us to try harder in
Japanese. She always had
time even for the slow ones
like me. I imagine my life
would have taken a very
different route if it were not
for the Japanese ability I
acquired by the time I
graduated.
Well, now Tamaru sensei,
you deserve a good rest
and I am sure you will continue to travel so if you are
ever in Madrid please drop
by.
Donations can be made at

http://
www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/donations/

Current students put devil horns
on Tamaru-sensei and gave her
a whip allowing her one last
chance to abuse them before
her retirement!

Let’s take REVENGE!
Donate today, and
Sensei pays 1,000 yen!

or ask for the bank wire
information.
Tamaru-sensei will be
kept updated on our donations including any
words you send along
with them!
And I will bill her later!

50 IUJers in a Sauna Breaks a World Record
50 Nationalities,
1 Sauna,
5 Minutes
and some sweat =
A Guinness World
Record™

Anniversary
sprung into action!
Jay Wong (Ebiz 07 - holding
the fan) is from Singapore,
and got the notion that IUJ
could break a world record!
He discovered that the category in Guinness records for
“Most Nationalities in a
Sauna” stood at just 38 (Kobe,
Oct. 2004)
“I meet more nationalities
than that on the way to class!”
He approached Gretchen with
the idea, and a perfect birthday present to IUJ for our 25th

5

Jay got the guidelines from Guinness, registered us and began
recruiting student participants. Pres. Sugihara lent his
morale and financial support.
Tomohito Shinoda got on the
logistics of it all. Rumiko Anazawa coordinated with the
media. Gretchen began the
paperwork and planning.
We held a rehearsal in the
MLIC 3F hall using tables in a
make-shift sauna space, practicing signing in, showing
passports and stating our

names into cameras. The media
was there to film us for the news!
The morning of the big challenge, May 14, began with 6am
wake up calls, and to our great
joy everyone made it on the bus
by 6:45am! We were off to
Nagaoka, and Yuraiya Spa.
Greeted by 5 TV crews and several newspapers as we got off
the bus, our attempt was a great
success, and a lot of fun! 50 IUJ
students went into the Sauna for
well over 5 minutes, and
emerged World Record holders!
That evening, the emails and
calls began to come in from
alumni, parents and friends telling us we were all over the media: The BBC, NBC, Russian radio, Singapore press, Thailand
TV, YouTube . . . a sauna record
put IUJ on the map!

Happy Birthday IUJ!

“I meet more
nationalities
than that on
the way to
class!”
Jay Wong assessing
IUJ’s chances for
putting more than
38 nationalities in a
Sauna.
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The
AlumniNaKayama
Scholarship
Fund

Th.A.N.K.S. Fund Update
We did it. We surpassed our
first Scholarship Fundraising
goal!
We raised over 6.7 Million
Yen, surpassing our goal of
5.5 Million Yen, thanks to the
generous donations from over
130 alumni, including our first
members of the 1 Million Yen
“IUJ Founders” category
Bingwu Xie (IR98) and Jinhui
Sun (IM99). See the Donations
Website.
We will be able to announce
the recipient(s) of the first “IUJ

IUJ: locally
grounded
in Urasa,
nationally
located in
Japan,
globally
represented
and firmly
connected.

Great
friendships
for many
have
started at
IUJ!

IUJ is . . .
Guma Kunda Komey IR91
(in Germany) - Sudan
IUJ Definition: 'locally
grounded in Urasa, nationally located in Japan
and globally represented
and firmly connected'.
I cannot resist but to acknowledge the profound
training I got from IUJ
which gave me a competitive position in the world
academia here in Europe,
USA, and Africa. Long live
IUJ. With sincere appreciation to all my profes-

the “IUJ Alumni Scholars.”

Alumni Scholars” award in the
January Newsletter.
The plan will be to meet the
incoming group and returning
students to conduct interviews
looking for students ready,
willing and able to provide
campus leadership to foster
intercultural communications
and friendship building, and
with high potential to succeed
as a Global Leader after
graduation. The winner(s) will
be awarded a scholarship,
sponsored by us, and labeled

This is an On-GOING fundraising drive, and work to provide scholarship(s) to those
joining in Fall 2008 is now
underway with a “Tamarusensei Revenge” campaign.
See related article on page 5,
and check out the Donations
website

http://www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/donations

Statements about IUJ in our
25th Anniversary year
sors and IUJ staff in the
Library, Dormitories,
Gym, Transport Services,
and Student Services,
among others.
Congratulations to all us
IUJers.
Chheang Vannarith IR06
(in Japan) - Cambodia
I personally had a wonderful life at IUJ. I would
define IUJ as "a web of
relationships and a battle
field for self-realization."

Mirzobobo Yormirzoev
IR06 - Tajikistan
We have been lucky people since we had an ample
opportunity to study at one
of the best graduate
schools that offers excellent
study programs. IUJ Campus is represented by many
nations and cultures and
this is a good way to share
ideas and learn to live in a
peaceful environment.
Xu Aidong IR07 - China
We are proud of IUJ, and
IUJ will be proud of all of
us!

IUJ: Always in my Heart
Dr. Amal M. M. El-Gibali IR92
IUJ is successful because of its
people.
I would like to congratulate
myself and all the people who
work for IUJ and those who
benefit from IUJ's educational
system on our 25th Anniversary.
IUJ - as a unique part of Japan
– is always in my heart. Several years have gone, but my

rich feelings towards people
and the place haven't
changed, in fact it is getting
deeper.
In spite of the fact that I have
joined six different universities in Egypt and abroad, I am
very proud to be an IUJ
graduate, for IUJ is a distinguished educational institution where I received studies
of high quality and had the

chance to meet people with
high qualities.
My experience at IUJ was
considerably impressive; it
constitutes a distinctive chapter in my educational performance that has a deep
imprint on me. It is worth
emphasizing that my relations
with people whom I met during my stay at IUJ is unforgettable and touching.

Continued on the
next page
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Global Partners Meet at IUJ: The Brent & Milly Story
Two strangers from oceans
apart meet on a small countryside campus and end up running a significant part of the
CRM (Customer Relations
Management) strategy globally and in the Asia Pacific for
Microsoft. Who are these former strangers? And how did
this happen?
Brent Sinclair is from Canada.
He came to IUJ after working
for a brief time in an NPO and
then a few years of teaching
English in nearby Gunma-ken.
Brent had come to IUJ looking
to broaden his academic horizons with the goal of gaining
work experience in Asia. The
fact that IUJ had a world class
Japanese language program
was also a strong motivator.
On campus, Brent met Milly
Ng. Milly, from Hong Kong,
came to IUJ after working in
IBM Hong Kong as an IT Specialist. Her motivations for an
IUJ education were to get out
of tiny Hong Kong to see the
world and to learn business
knowledge to complement
her technical background.
While at IUJ, Brent and Milly
took the IM core courses together. They learned from
each other through presentations in the Local Business
consulting groups, Organization Behavior, Marketing, etc.
They shared lots of fun times
in parties celebrating festivals
of different cultures. They

graduated from the MBA program as classmates in the
Class of 2001.
After IUJ, Brent started a consulting job in Tokyo with
ABeam (then called Deloitte
Tohmatsu) as a Senior Consultant in their CRM practice.
Working long and grueling
hours, he staggered back to
campus once as a Career Services guest speaker in
“Careers in Consulting.”
Meanwhile, Milly Ng also
started her post-IUJ career in
the same division of the same
company as a Senior Consultant. They worked for different
clients helping them design
their CRM processes and implement their CRM systems.
They were even assigned to
the same project for almost 2
years to help a client with
their international ERP deployment. They worked together for the client’s deployment in Thailand, Hong Kong
and Singapore, truly utilizing
the cross-cultural collaboration skills they learned in IUJ.
Brent’s career with ABeam
took him to Seattle Washington in 2004, to work as a Manager at Deloitte Consulting.
But the lure of Microsoft was
calling. Milly, after 3 successful years with ABeam in
Tokyo, was seconded to
Shanghai for ABeam to build a
team for a new service offering there over 2 busy years.

In November 2005,
Brent
landed the
position as
the Global
CRM Manager for
Microsoft.
One of his
Milly at her Microsoft desk, in
first assignments was to Hong Kong, in communicastrengthen
tions with Brent in the USA
his global
team. “The
best contribution I have made
as a Microsoft employee is to
hire Milly.” Milly was still in
Shanghai, but took the offer
from Brent to join Microsoft as
the Program Manager for the
Asia Pacific region, and relocated to Hong Kong in May
2006.

“The best

Today, Brent and Milly collaborate closely on a day-to-day
basis. Brent oversees the CRM
strategy for MSN on the global
level in Seattle while Milly executes the regional deployment
in Asia.
Who would have predicted that
from among the rice fields of
Urasa, a strong duo would meet
and become collaborating colleagues not only for a major
consulting firm, ABeam, but
from one of the world’s largest
company giants, Microsoft.

Prof. Hara also showed extraordinary concern for my
health situation during the
final preparations of my thesis, and called me regularly to
be sure I was OK.
I experienced many more
carrying moments at IUJ. My
dearest Fariba (Iran), who
was all the time reminding me
with my dearest only sister,
Azza, Fariba's warm feelings
were very great. Professor

I have made
as a
Microsoft
employee is
to hire
Milly.”

This is just ONE example of the
amazing network IUJers enjoy,
and the professional collaboration chances we can count on.

IUJ: Always in my Heart . . . Continued from the previous page.
First there is my Thesis Supervisor, Professor Sadasumi
Hara, the extraordinary professor of Development Economics. I remember very well
many of his constructive comments which ameliorate my
thesis. I remember him telling
me that he enjoyed reading
each chapter, in spite of them
being very long! (I notice,
now, that the university limits
the number of pages for a
thesis!)

contribution

Sakurai (Middle Eastern Studies) was very helpful, modest
and friendly. Also little Tu
(Thailand), she used to tell me
whenever she saw me "You
know I love you." Mami
(Japan), very cute and kind,
and Kazumi (Japan) was very
diligent and excellent in Arabic language. My Arab
brothers, El Amin (Sudan),
and Marwan (Yemen) they
were very kind.

Outside the
borders of IUJ, I
have unforgettable and impressive experiences with
people who helped me a lot,
the neighbors of IUJ, in the
supermarket, in the street, in
the Shinkansen, in the libraries of Tokyo, etc.
In the 25th anniversary of IUJ, I
present you all a very colorful
and fragrant bouquet of appreciation and gratitude!
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IUJ History, Memories and

‘82

IUJ: May 14, 1982 - Dr. Sohei Nakayama and other
leaders including Former
Foreign Minister Saburo
Okita (Photo) establish the
IUJ Graduate School of
International Relations.
Construction of the SD1, MSA and the
main campus classrooms is underway,
and some trees are planted. Six IUJ alumni
are born this year.

• Zimbabwe was 2-years old and pros•
•
•

•

perous having been granted independence by Britain.
British overcomes Argentina in Falklands war
Egypt regained control of the Sinai
Peninsula
Malaysia - former Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad
introduces the Look
East Policy
Michael Jackson releases Thriller, and
looks like . . .

‘83

IUJ: The first group of 43 IUJ students,
from 3 countries, moved into SD1 in April
after an entrance ceremony in the IUJ
courtyard. They were joined by 11 more
students from 10 countries in September.
Dr. Saburo Okita is President (’83-’87)

• Philippines- Benigno Aquino is assassinated marking the start of the end of
the Marcos regime
• India wins the third Cricket World
cup marking the turning point of the
sport in the country
• The El Niño phenomenon disrupts
global weather patterns

‘84

IUJ: Miyasato-sensei
becomes dean in his first
of 2 appointments. The
first GSO-EC Constitution is written. IUJ's first
Kendo club is established by Yoneyama-san (Accounting
staff), Masayasu Tamaru and Ken Kikkawa
– See 1986 for the long-term significance!
Open Day Roots: “As one of the first foreign students in
IUJ, we organized
the first IUJ day
inviting the members of the Urasa
community to campus. It was held at

the gym and a small stage was erected. I
organized a Philippine Bamboo dance
team among with the Japanese students
and our performance must have seemed
“professional.” After the event, two Japanese farmers came and ask me if my
dance team came all the way from Tokyo
and if so, at which club we were performing.” Ruth Malayang IR85 (In Canada)
- Philippines
Prof. Inukai: “A fond memory
is that of Inukai-sensei who
would put out an Akachochin in
his window which meant that
anyone from the IUJ community
was invited to his place for dinner and conversation. He
was not only compassionate to foreign students but I
think he was one of the
best teachers I had at IUJ.”
also from Ruth.

• India: Indira Gandhi is assassinated
• Soviet Union withdraws from sum•
•

mer Olympic games in the US, and
other bloc nations follow
USA: Apple introduces the Macintosh
personal computer
China/Hong Kong: Sino-British Joint
Declaration on the question of Hong
Kong was signed preparing the way
for Hong Kong’s reversion to China

‘85

IUJ: IUJ holds its first graduation ceremony (Photo with Pres. Okita, Dean Miyasato,
and Mr. Toda in the back) and the Alumni Association is created. SD2 construction begins
featuring a Public Bath and Billiard room.
IEP softball
days: “Michael
Harrington is an
unforgettable,
pleasant personality. He was a
summer intensive English
teacher at Urasa
in 1985. He was known for being a great
Hanshin Tigers fan and his fluent Kansaiben Japanese. He introduced "Hawaiian
Softball" where the pitcher belongs to the
batting team. We had fun playing it that
summer. Incidentally, in the same year
Hanshin won the pennant. I asked several Americans (or mainlanders) if they
knew the softball, Hawaiian version, but
nobody knew it, at least up to today.
Maybe it was Harrington-sensei's inven-

M. Sawa, #85, waits for his
tion? I wonder
turn at bat during Hawaiian
where and how
Softball.
he is now.” Moriyuki Sawa IR87 (in NYC) - Chiba Lotte
Marines Fan
(Note: Harrington-sensei is now lecturing at the
University of Queensland in Australia)

SNOW! “During the height of the winter, I
remember riding bicycles to the local
pub with
Archeson
Chipare.
On the way
back we
would fall
off the bicycles into
Campus’ main entrance in the
the snow
early days after a first snow covered
notice the trees! Or lack thereof!
paddies at
least ten times each after having consumed copious quantities of vodka. I
have fond memories of playing indoor
sports during the winter with Gretchen
and other sports lovers. You know I enjoyed Japan so much that I have taken a
natural liking to Japanese people wherever I see them.” Sorrien Scott IR87
(Ethiopia) - Zimbabwe

• Soviet Union: Mikhail Gorbachev

become the Soviet leader and began
introducing the slogans of Glasnost
and Perestroika. US President Reagan
meets Gorbachev and both agree to
step up arms control talks and renew
cultural contacts
• UK: British scientists report the opening of a hole in the earth's ozone layer
over Antarctica.

‘86

IUJ: IUJ’s Center
for US-Japan Relations is created
and the building
opened with special guests flying
in including SONY president Akio Mori.
Hadaka Matsuri participation starts The IUJ Kendo Club,
now into is 2nd year,
becomes the first IUJ
participants in the
Hadaka Matsuri.
“Jumping into a cold
pond is our good
memory.” Ken Kikkawa (IR86) - Australia

World Events 1982-1991
STARS: “When
I first arrived
at IUJ, the second student
dorm was not
Middle East Studies students
built yet and the
enjoy a traditional feast.
whole area was
pitch dark at night (and if you recall, the
lighting at the first dorm was those dimly,
yellowish bulbs and not as bright as those
in the second dorm). It was ...very quiet,
very peaceful....and I looked up the sky ...
the whole sky was filled
with twinkling stars …
very beautiful. A magnificent sight. Never seen so
many stars before in my
whole life!” Yew Ngoi
Weng Ngoi IR88 (in SingaHosoya-sensei
pore) - Malaysia

• Egypt: Line 1 of the Cairo Subway

opens. It is remarkable since the land
of the Nile has the distinction of having
the ONLY subway on the African continent!

• UK: Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
wins a rare third term

• AZT wins USFDA approval for use in
the treatment of AIDS

• World Population tops 5 billion people for the first time

‘88

IUJ: The Graduate School of International
Management is established, and the first
all-English MBA program modeled after
Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business is
introduced to Japan at IUJ.

• Philippines - The People Power Revo- ONlution becomes the first bloodless
revolution of its kind and ousts Ferdinand Marcos after a 20-year rule.
Elected Corazon Aquino succeeds him
• Soviet Union: the Chernobyl power
station suffers a major nuclear accident causing great fear and concern
worldwide
• Spain and Portugal join European
Economic Community
• USA: Space shuttle
Challenger explodes soon after
launch

‘87

IUJ: IUJ wins the
Ekiden!!!! Prof. S.
Shishido is IUJ
president (’87’94), pictured here with Jim Giustini (89)
and Seth Boakye-Dankwah (88).
SNOW! “Definitely, my favorite memories
of IUJ are playing in the snow when it was
like 10 feet high. I remember some of my
friends getting so excited after the snow fell
that they jumped from
the second floor of theidorm windows directly
into the snow mountain
below. Some people got
so embedded that they
had to be rescued
Snow in 2006 was
and dug out by a few
again as heavy as
brave souls. Those
in 1989!
memories are unforgettable and priceless!” Jonathan King (IR89)
- USA

SEN
firsts:
“When
I first
arrived
at IUJ,
along
with a
few
Japanese and foreign friends we headed to an
open air onsen in the mountains. I just
could not do it -- to strip naked and jump
into the hot water. While other did it with
ease, I insisted that only with a swimming
trunk would I go in. It was a cultural shock
for me. But that was the first and last time I
wore a trunk in the onsen. The experience
was wonderful.” Jegathesan Muniandy
IR90 – Malaysia Photo with our lost friends
Doug Kuffel and Stu Pearl.

• Australia hosts the World Expo 1988

•
•

•

•

in Brisbane and people's lifestyle becomes much more modern in terms of
fashion, design, food, etc.
Pakistan: Benazir Bhutto becomes the
first Islamic woman prime minister
chosen to lead Pakistan
USA: George
Bush (Sr.)
becomes
president
Nobel Peace
Prize is
awarded to
Dr. Okita and his wife
the UN Peace
attend Open Day in ‘89 Keeping Forces here with Myrta Kaulard
and Jega Muniandy
Egypt: New
Cairo Opera
House was opened! Designed by a
Japanese company with significant
Japanese funding, the first performance was KABUKI!!!

‘89

1st Dean of the

MBA program,
IUJ: The Matsushita
Library and Information Dr. Brian Quinn
Center is
opened
featuring a
new 3 story
complex,
computer
classrooms,
language
labs and all
library services.
• Soviet Union: first free elections and
first non Communist government in
former Soviet bloc is formed. Gorbachev becomes president.
• India - Rajiv Gandhi is killed in a
bomb attack by LTTE militants
• China: Tiananmen Square incident
• Germany: After 28 years, the Berlin
Wall is opened to West
• Czech Parliament ends Communists'
dominant role
• Romanian uprising overthrows the
Communist government
• World Wide Web server and browser
developed by Tim Berners-Lee

‘90

IUJ: The first MBA students graduate,
with Dean Brian Quinn looking on proud!

• Azerbaijan receives independence

with the collapse of the Soviet Union

• Mongolia - Democratic Revolution of
1990, started by students, peacefully
turns the country into a Democracy.

• China establishes its first ever stock

exchange since its economic reform
“Shanghai Stock Exchange,” and the
index starts at 100.

• South Africa: Nelson Mandela is
freed after 27½ years in prison.

• Iraqi troops invade Kuwait, setting
off the Persian Gulf War.

‘91
IUJ: GLOCOM, The
Center for
Global Communications is
created.
Thesis:
Thanks to Paul
Consalvi, IUJ
had its first
and only Thesis Burning
Party! Robert
Jones kept the
poster!
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1992-1995
• Paris Peace Accord for a comprehen-

sive settlement of the Cambodian conflict is signed

• Uzbekistan:

the 6th Extraordinary
Session of the Supreme Council declared the political independence of
the country

• Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia win

independence from USSR as the Soviet
Union breaks up. Boris Yeltsin becomes the first free elected Russian
president

• Philippines: eruption of Mt. Pinatubo

lowers temperatures worldwide,
causes extensive loss of lives and the
disruption of the Philippine economy.

• India liberalizes its economy
• Cease-fire ends Persian Gulf War - UN
forces are victorious

• Myanmar: Aung San Suu Kyi wins
Nobel Peace Prize

‘92

IUJ: SD3 is
built
Open Day
memories:
“My Norwegian friend helped me to prepare "capirinha" (Brazilian drink made of
lemon, sugar and sugarcane or vodka)
and disappeared in the middle of the IUJ
Festival (Open
Day) after trying
some shots at the
Brazilian stand?!
He visited me the
next day after he
woke up and
found he had
spent the night
sleeping on a rice field nearby IUJ campus.” Mauro Santos IR94 - Brazil

• Mongolia and Uzbekistan adopts
their first Constitutions

•
•
•
•

Brazil hosts the Earth Summit in Rio
de Janeiro
Australia - The High Court hands
down the historic Mabo Judgment
and indigenous peoples' Native Title
Rights were recognized
Compact discs surpass cassette
tapes as the preferred medium for
recorded music. 900 million television sets are in use around the world
A text-based Web browser is made
available to the public, within a few
years, millions of people become
regular users of the World Wide Web

‘93

‘94

NEW FRIENDS: “Soon after I joined IUJ, I
arranged a gathering for my fellow Chinese schoolmates on the day of MidAutumn Festival, a traditional Chinese
Festival. The weather was fine. We bought
drinks and snacks from the school shop,
and chatted under the moon light. It was
there I met Chinese schoolmates from
different part of China for the first time.
Some of them still keep in touch with me.”
Zhang Xiaofan IR93 (In Japan) - China

Great STAFF! “My first memory of IUJ is
in the snow when I had the chance to visit
there in the middle of the term a year
before I entered the school. I decided to
apply, and it was the LAST DAY of application! Professor Okada, who later became my supervisor helped show me the
way to the Registrar’s Office, where they
worked at Shinkansen speed to process
my application and put it in the file before
the 5 pm deadline! Thanks to their effort,
I can be an IUJ graduate!” Ilgin BeygoYorulmaz IR95 - Turkey

IUJ: SAKE and IPPACHI: Amy Osborn
becomes the first non-Japanese person to
win the Niigata sake tasting competition,
and is featured on an NHK broadcast,
which included her at work at Ippachi enjoying the sake and friendship there.

SOCCER WITH THE LOCALS. “Our five
aside football games played in the gym on
Friday nights ranged from good to bad,
and sometimes ugly. But it was a good way
to let off steam. The core of our players
were either from Europe (like myself,
Marco Calcinai) or Africa (notably Bennet
Kpenty and Ben Ofuso-Appiah). There
were even some surprisingly leadenfooted touches from
our Brazilian colleagues, like Fabio
Da Silva. We challenged the local
high school to an 11a-side outdoor. We
turned up to the
Soccer remains a
dustbowl with our
major IUJ sport, with
confidence riding
this group from 2004
high. Tactics? Who
continuing the
needs them? Prepa- tradition
ration? Not us. Surely
with our height, (Bennet and I are both
over 6 foot 3 inches), we would dominate
the defense and strike fear into our opponents. Unfortunately not. On the day, we
were given a lesson in how to pass and
move at speed. Our long-ball game was
nullified by the accurate pass-and-move
tactics of the local youths. We were humbled, humiliated. I have of course consigned the final score to a dim and dark
corner of my mind, never to resurface.”
Matthew Saltmarsh IR94 (in Paris) - UK

• Cambodia: The first ever Democratic

General Elections are help under the
supervision of UNTAC (United Nations
Transitional Authority in), which saved
Cambodia from years of civil war and
followed the devastated genocide. It
was when the country historically
turned from communism and socialism
towards democracy.

• Israeli-Palestinian accord reached
• USA: Eric Clapton sweeps music
Grammy awards with "Tears in
Heaven”

Dr. George Packard
IUJ: Dr. George R.
Packard becomes the
first non-Japanese president of a Japanese
university at IUJ. (’94-’98)

Fireworks wars between SD2 and SD3.
“The twilight sky was lit up by volleys of
fireworks arching through the sky between the 2 dorms to the bemusement of
not only students returning to their dorms,
but also the frogs.” Christopher Domitter
IR95 (In Japan) - Canada
Newsletters - “Do you remember the IUJ
student newsletter lampooned as
"Sauerkraut". It featured funny articles
that some people failed to understand
were not exactly factual. It included a
story about how banjos and sheet music
were going to be provided in the library
bathroom stalls to camouflage disgusting
sounds that would otherwise be clearly
heard across the library - Also from Christopher. (Happy note to you all: The MLIC building
restrooms now have doors on the entries!
Further: IUJ has had several student newsletters
including NETWORK IUJ which Gretchen started
when a student in 1988, and which many of you
recalled! Thanks!!!)

• South Africa: Nelson Mandela elected
president

• Egypt hosted the International Conference on Population and Development

• Russia attack Chechnya
• "Spamming" becomes part of our
vocabulary

• Bosnia and Croatia sign peace treaty
• Israelis and Palestinians agree on
transferring West Bank to Arabs.
Israeli PM Yitzhak Rabin is slain

‘95

IUJ: The International Development program is established along side the original International Relations program.
The first Sugihara Cup Tennis Tournament 1995. “IUJ helped me brush up my
backhand! The hard work paid of when
my classmate, Christian and I beat several
pairs and became best 8. Later the skill
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1996-2000
also helped with my client relations for
Pfizer.” Tadashi Inagaki IM95 – Japan
Kanji tests: “I believe the Kanji tests in
IUJ were the easiest for those of us from
China. I could achieve my highest scores
while at IUJ without any or much study/
effort. Others had to work sooo hard!”
Yang Tao IM96 (In Singapore) - China

• Japan: Great Hanshin earthquake hits
Kobe Japan. Aum Shinrikyo attacks a
Tokyo subway line with nerve gas
killing eight and injuring thousands

• USA: OJ Simpson trial and verdict

‘96

IUJ: Ahmad Jalis is the 1,000 graduate to
receive an IUJ diploma as our Alumni Association surpasses the 1,000 member
mark. The first Alumni Newsletter was
created with PageMaker software donated by Erik Newton (IM91), and distributed to all alumni for whom we had mailing addresses for the first time. Two new
tennis courts
with night
lighting, a new
BBQ area, and
the Cherry
Tree Lane are
added to campus.
“I recommend not falling out a dorm
window!” Akimune Mino (IM96) - Japan

• Australia - The Port Arthur Massacre

in April 1996 in which 35 people were
killed by a lone gunman and subsequent successful introduction of tough
and uniform gun-control

• USA: Janet Jackson becomes the highest paid musician in history when she
signs an $80-million deal with Virgin
Records

• Approximately 45 million people are

using the Internet, with roughly 30
million of those in North America
(United States and Canada), 9 million
in Europe, and 6 million in Asia/Pacific

• Dolly, the first sheep cloned from
adult cells, is born

‘97

IUJ: IUJ Research Institute, combining all
research interests at IUJ, is formed. The
first IUJ graduates to turn 50 celebrate their
birthdays!

SNOW! “I remember one
November day during a
class session, one classmate from a southern
country suddenly
screamed “It’s snowing!” –
It was the first time they
had seen snow, and it was
a memorable moment for
all of us!” Hees Chinju
Snow covers the
IM98 (in Switzerland) – Jatunnels and
meets SD2’s 2F.
pan

• Singapore: boasts the largest foun-

tain in the world. Made of cast
bronze, it cost an estimated US$6 million to build

• Malaysia/Indonesia:

financial crisis
- The Malaysian stock market and currency ringgit hit badly, Indonesian
Rupiah loses 80% of its value

• China: Deng Xiaoping (Promoter of
“One Country, Two Systems”) dies.
Hong Kong returns to China a few
months later

• Cambodia: Khmer Rouge hold trial of
longtime leader Pol Pot

• “Titanic” hits the theaters. It is the

most expensive film of all time, costing
between $250 and $300 million to produce and market

• UK: Tony Blair is elected, and “New

Labour” party came to power in the
UK taking giving England a renewed
sense of optimism. J. K. Rowling's
Harry Potter and the Philospher's Stone
is published in the U.K.
It comes to U.S. in 1998
as Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone

• India conducts successful Nuclear
•
•
•
•

tests. Pakistan responds with tests of
its own
Japan makes its first appearance in
the World Cup France. Film director
Akira Kurosawa dies
Europeans agree on the Euro as their
single currency
Indonesian: Suharto steps down after
32 years in power
USA: Clinton-Monica Lewinsky incident revealed. Viagra is approved by
the USFDA

‘99

IUJ: At the Graduation Ceremony, IM
Valedictorian Cheema Sajjad stated: "The
world is huge, but we are everywhere" Dr. Takuji Shimano becomes IUJ President.
Hi-tech Japan “During the first
week of my IUJ life, my Indian
classmate went to use the dryer
in the laundry room of SD3. She took out
some men’s clothes from the dryer and
put them carefully on one side. When she
collected her own laundry, she found
those men’s clothes were still there. Out
of her kind nature, she folded them nicely
and put them back into the dryer so that
they don’t get dirty lying around. When
the owner of the clothes finally came to
collect his laundry, he was deeply moved
by the advanced technology of Japanese
dryers and exclaimed how he “loved
these Japanese dryers that can fold your
laundry.”” Milly Ng IM01 - China

• Turkey: Earthquake strikes killing

more than 15,600 and leaving 600,000
homeless

‘98

• Pakistani government is overthrown

BEST FRIENDS “I met two of my best
friends, Elif and Sena. I cannot forget the
Open Day preparations we have made
with them. I also met my dear friend Misako. I miss the joy of talking with her,
going skiing and eating lovely food. I also
remember her lovely family and their
kind hospitality. While at IUJ, I met the
Japanese culture and learned Japanese.
These two experiences still give me excitement and I miss being in IUJ a lot.
There are a lot more memories to share . .
. all put me a smile on my face :-)” Pinar
Sandikcioglu
IM99 - Turkey

• Poland and other countries of the re-

in the midst of economic strife and
intensified fighting with India over
Kashmir

IUJ: Prof. T. Otsuki is IUJ
president (’98-’99)

Nighter Softball
team takes 2nd in
1998

gion join NATO

• China - Hong Kong announces two

mega-projects: a Walt Disney theme
park; and a 'Cyberport'. Macao Returns to China

• Y2K bug fears and preparations grip
the world

2000

IUJ: DANCING! “One of the best things
that could have happened to me at IUJ was
organizing a dance group. I remember it
was amazing how the group grew from
few of my closest friends up to 20 or 25
participants at times. Encouraging people
to form couples was the most challenging
part. Students from various nationalities
like Thais, Mongolians, Japanese, Indone-
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sians, British, etc., managed to spare
sometime for my lessons and gathered
during cold winter evenings at SD1
lounge. Still alive in my heart is the emotion I felt when we made it to the stage
presentation at the graduation party in the
Gym. On that day we had the chance to
dance 3 Argentine tangos. My deep gratitude to all those who shared part of my
culture and made my days at IUJ more
enjoyable. Nowadays, I am teaching tango
in Tokyo part-time, and I wish I could see
someone back to the lessons!” Laura Trigo
(IR00) – Argentine (in Japan)

“Girls' Revolution” is definitely a fond
memory. In the
cessfully wins the 2008 Olympic bid.
2nd year, we just
China starts to become the "factory of
decided to cheer
the world"
ourselves up
with a Girls'
• UK: Beatles George Harrison dies
Dress-up Day
• Ghana: at least 120 people were killed and a Ladies'
in a stampede at a soccer match in AfNight. We rerica's worst soccer-related disaster
served SD1 just
for ourselves and hit it off, karaoke, dancing, gossip... It was just amazing…” Ner‘02
meen Abdel-Latif, IR03 - Egypt
IUJ: Mr. Y. Sugihara
becomes IUJ interim
“Prof. Welfield and our endless
President
conversations at the Gym! I
• Australia - Sydney Olympic Game in
thought the funniest thing was
World
Cup
Soccer
hits
2000 – launched the country’s changed
that, although he was my superviJapan “HBS’s World
from a great "Inaka" to modern
sor, it never worked to make an
Cup Volunteer Pro• Zimbabwe: the Government started
appointments for consultation on
gram provided many
the Land and Farm invasions crippling IUJers with a lifetime chance to take part in my thesis. But without failure, he was althe economy
ways at the gym around 18:00. So I just gave
the first ever World Cup held in Asia.”
up the idea of making appointments, and
Chengjun Shan,
• North and South Korean presidents
whenever I needed to talk to him, I would
IM03 – China
sign peace accord
simply show up at the gym at the right
time.” Juliano Siqueira IR03 - Brazil
•
Indian
‘01
economy
IUJ: The Busi• U.S. and UK launch a war against Iraq.
begins its
ness school
Tony Blair “drags a highly skeptical and
upward
launches the 1reluctant country into the second Iraq
swing.
year program
war in 2003 based on bogus information
Masters of E• East Timor becomes a new nation
and half-truths cobbled together in an
business Man•
Indonesia:
Terrorist
bomb
in
Bali
kills
almost amateurish way.” M. Saltmarsh
agement.
hundreds
• Singapore's Changi Airport won the
From Lonely to a Family: I believe many • Singapore: Great Singapore Duck
award for "Best Airport Worldwide" for
of my fellows shared the same feeling
the 16th consecutive year from the BusiRace, an annual event that raises funds
when we first arrived at Urasa: We felt
ness Traveler magazine
for charity, set a new world record in
isolated and lonely. Yet the calm and
2002 when more than 123,000 toy
•
Malaysia - Mahathir, now 81, retires as
peaceful surrounding amidst mountains
ducks took to the Singapore River
prime minister after 22 years, handing
gave us a sign that we were probably at
•
Turkey places 3rd in World Cup Socover to Abdullah Ahmad Badawi
the right place that an MA needed for his/
cer
held
in
Japan
and
Korea
her study. As friends from all corners of
• Hong Kong - Severe Acute Respiratory
the world arrived, we cheered and
• Australia - Steve Bradbury becomes
Syndrome (SARS) is identified and the
greeted each other in this small town. It
region goes on high alert
the first Australian to win the gold
was when classes started that our small
medal at any Winter Olympic games in
world expanded, so wide and deep that
men's 1000m short track at Salt Lake
‘04
we will never forget each other. AssignCity Winter Olympic Games (do you
IUJ: Cheutsu Earthquake rocks campus ments and exams were all that kept us
remember the last man standing?).
“Jishin!!!” - “Who can forget the night of the
crazy. Yet, it was the IDP dancing that
quake. Everyone was in the gym. IDP peomade us a fool. Not all would turn up for
‘03
ple making notes, the Indian gang enjoying
study group. But definitely no one would
drinks and playing cards!” (Sameer).
IUJ: The MBA program makes it into the
miss the
“Campus spent almost a week living in the
Economist’s top 100 global MBA ranking,
dancing
gym, eating cup noodles three times a day
one of only 3 schools in Asia and the only
night.
while experiencing more than 300 afterone in Japan to make the cut. Mr. Yotaro
Vanndy Hem
Kobayashi (photo left) becomes IUJ Chair- shocks” (Farkhod). “Not a sweet memory
(2002) - Camman of the Board, and Mr. Akira Miyahara but this incident made the bonding among
bodia
everyone on cambecomes Vice Chairman.
pus stronger and ever• USA: World
lasting” (Makarand).
Trade Center
hit by two
IUJ president is Dr. Ippei
terrorist planes. Al-Qaeda and Osama
Yamazawa (‘04-‘06).
bin Laden become American enemy
Marlar Myo Nyunt from
number 1. US bombs Taliban targets
Myanmar becomes the 2,000th person to
graduate from IUJ!
overthrowing their power

ALUMNI NEWS
25TH ANNIVERSARY

• China joins the WTO, and Beijing suc-

SPECIAL

EDITION

“We won the IUJ Football
(Soccer) tournament!”
Tomoya Kikuchi IM04 –
Japan
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Car Loving Dean “When I first visited IUJ to see Hirasawa-san in the
Student Recruitment Office and look
around
IUJ campus, I got
very
shocked
at her
words.
"At first,
you will have a meeting with IM
Dean (at that time), Professor Jay
Rajasekera." "Meeting? Dean??
What???" I got very nervous, because I was not prepared for any
difficult questions he would surely
ask me. When the meeting started, I
now got shocked at his first words.
He asked, "Is that your car outside?
Why did you choose such a big
American car?" "Car??", I said to
myself.. Yes, I found he was a motor
head just like me. As I was fully having a good time in talking with him, I
got confident that my life in IUJ would
be so nice.” Roberto Shakano Ebiz05
(In China) - Japan

Competition organized by National University of Singapore”
in May 2005. I am very proud
that we made to the semi-final
for the first time ever in IUJ history with my teammates Hiroshi
Okasaki, Liem Thanh Nguyen
and Katrin Dziergwa” Farkhod
Niyazov IM06 - Uzbekistan

• Hong

Kong is ranked the
world's freest economy for
the 11th consecutive year by
US-based Heritage Foundation in its '2005 Index of Economic Freedom'

• Pope John Paul II dies
• London hit by Islamic terrorist bombings

‘06

• Poland and other countries of the
region join European Union

• India established as No.1 destination for all BPO & KPOs

• Brazil, along with Germany, In-

dia and Japan, launches an application for a permanent seat on
the UN Security Council

• Asia: Devastating Tsunami kills
200,000

‘05

IUJ: In November, on the same day
as Open Day, IUJ’s founding father
Dr. Sohei Nakayama passed away.
Café No Problem (Formerly Himiko)
is turned into a no-waitress 24-hour
Snack Lounge with vending machine
food and drink service, and large
screen
TV. It
becomes
the Party
Lounge
hosting
game
nights,
and in
2006 “Ken’s Bar” for the night.
“Mr. Finish” “Who can forget
the guard!!! He was a modern age
Nero!” Sameer Umralikar Ebiz 05
(in Japan) - India
Business Plan Competition in
Singapore “The Final Presentation
in the “Cerebration Business Plan

IUJ president is Mr.
Yasuma Sugihara, for
an encore appearance! The 2nd floor work-out gym
is totally remodeled with hard
wood floors, and new equipment.
IUJ Olympics: “The most memorable event for me would be the
IUJ Olympics 2007. Unlike previous
years, GSO has required that
teams be formed comprising of 10
people with at least 2 women. The
catch is that there should be no
more than 3 people from the same
nationality in the same team. With
such a rule, the teams have
bonded really well regardless of
nationality and race with many
people cheering for sports that
they usually
don’t play. In
simple
words, IUJ
Olympics
was more
from the winning
than sports, it Some
team, including staff memwas a price- ber Hirasawa-san, collect
less experi- their medals!
ence. Kudos
to GSO for a job well done.” Zadli
Zahid Ebiz2007 – on campus!

IUJ Colors

Local Business Consulting “In
our New Product Development
class, we tackled the project of
identifying new international marIUJ: IUJ’s new Platform Programs kets for Yukiguni Maitake mushget underway. The number of E- rooms. After an intense Spring
biz graduates tops 100!
Term, we finally got the opportunity to present the result to Yu• Bangladesh - Muhammad
Yunus was awarded the 2006 kiguni Maitake's board of directors.” Takahiro Shiokawa Ebiz07
Nobel Peace Prize, along
with Grameen Bank, for
"their efforts to create eco• Zimbabwe: inflation is now
nomic and social develop2200% and growing pushing
ment from below"
from a once rich and beautiful country to a basket case
• Egypt hosted the Global
Desai’s Favorite Photo
from the Graduation Party ‘06

Davos Summit on Women to
find ways to improve the
status of women

’07

•

India: The "Richard GereShipa Shetty Kiss": The less
we speak about it, the better!

•

Egypt - The City of Peace,
Sharm El Sheikh, hosted the
International Conference on
Iraq Stability, attended by
World Leaders, to discuss
ways to enhance peace and
stability in Iraq

•

China: The Shanghai Stock
Exchange index rises to
more than 4000

•

Michael Jackson now looks
like this:

IUJ: May 14, 2007 – 50 IUJ students break a Guinness World
Record™ for “Most Nationalities in a Sauna” to celebrate
IUJ’s 25th Anniversary!

13

Students that helped arrange the new 2F gym
layout demonstrate equipment use.

Nevelina
Pachova (IR02)
came back to
campus to contribute as an
Alumni Expert
in a
PLATFORM
event.
She is with the
UNU’s Environment and
Sustainable
Development
division.

Special
thanks to the
33 IUJers who
contributed to
this collection
of IUJ
memories
and important
events in
world history,
and to
Information
Please.com
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ClassNotes

cago in an accounting role. Daniel Sarpong
wrote in to congratulate his classmates on
IUJ 25th Anniversary. He is Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics & Agribusiness College of Agriculture & Consumer Sciences at the University of Ghana.

85 - 86

Koyo Sato (Photo) returned to campus with
his daughter for ASEAN Night. Shingo Muraoka (photo), who hosted an IUJ intern last
year for his company Japan Credit Rating
Agency, visited campus in April to meet
more internship hopefuls.

92

IUJ is asking 87
for your
recommendations of
“Successful
Alumni”
If your
classmate is
making it up
the ranks, or
“making it
big,” let us
know!

Shigehiko Yasumura returned to Japan from
Paris France where he was on assignment
from Fujitsu to Evolium SAS where he was
Deputy CFO. Takanobu Kamiya (photo)
recruited a current student for an internship
at Hitachi Chubu! Thanks. Many (photo)
from the Class of 1987 gathered at Tony
Roma's in February to help send off Moriyuki Sawa to the United States for his second assignment in NYC after 15 years' absence. He will head NIPPONKOA Insurance's US operations from April. Yo Shimoyama, on leave from his work in China,
was able to attend the dinner. “Everyone
was still young(?) enough as we celebrated
our 20th Anniversary since graduation!”

88-89

Gretchen Shinoda, with husband Tomohito
Shinoda (86) and daughter Erika (photo)
were very happy to contribute to IUJ’s
Guinness challenge. Jonathan King received his PhD in December and writes:
“What a big relief!!! I can breathe again. I
am currently working for Northwest Vista
College in San Antonio and heading the
New Program Development Office for Technical and Occupational programs.” Look
for Jonathan’s newest self-published book
"The Chosen Path” on lulu.com.

90

Follow the
Classes of ‘87
and ‘97’s new
tradition and
plan 10th
and 20th
Anniversary
reunions!
Next year,
Classes of
1988 and
1998!
Contact
Gretchen for
help

Zulqarnain Anjum just completed his 3-year
assignment with the UNCRD in Nigeria. He
will spend some time in his home country,
Pakistan, before receiving a new assignment. We thank Anjum and his family for
helping promote IUJ while in Nigeria!
James Biolos partnered up with Rajesh
Bhandula to represent IUJ at an Exchange
Program fair at NYU in February. Thank
you! As a result of their great representation, 2 NYU students will join IUJ in Fall Exchange, allowing 2 IUJers to go to NYU in
return. Mitsuharu Nakano is a busy man,
and describes: “I became Representative
Director & CEO of iSigma Capital Corporation (100% Marubeni Corporation) on 1st
May 2007. I concurrently serve
as the member, Board of Directors of APM
Co., Ltd (General Partner), Advantage Partners. And also I am the outside statutory
auditor of REX HOLDINGS CO., LTD.”

91

M. Jashim Uddin is proud of his son Naim
Uddin who graduated with High Honors and
his heading to a College Prep school in
Chicago. Jashim works for the city of Chi-

ALUMNI NEWS
25TH ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL

EDITION

Tetsuya Furusawa’s (IM96)
book!

Nobuhiko Ishihara moved from Seoul to
Singapore with his company Victor Co. of
Japan, Ltd. Entrepreneur from Nepal,
Mohan Manandhar, is very active! “I have
created four companies in Nepal providing
services in management. I am CEO of three
companies under the umbrella of ODC Inc:
Organization Development Centre - ODC
providing Management and OD Consultancy for Development Sector for South Asia;
Institute of Development Management Studies - IDMS providing education and research services; Sansthagat Bikas Consultancy Kendra - SBCK developing and managing development programmes in Nepal
and providing Project Management consultancies. I am Head of Institute of Ace Institute of Management which runs academic
programmes affiliated to Pokhara University
and Higher Secondary Board of Nepal. Ace
also has taken ownership (44%) and manages the Rose Bud School (1 to 10 grade). I
am also director and promoter of upcoming
Bank: Vibor Development Bank which will
open soon.”

93

Kozo Fujitani (Hiroshima Bank) passed away
in April. His classmates exchanged volumes
of email with each other sharing special
memories. He will be missed.

94-95

Matthew Saltmarsh announced the birth of
his 3rd daughter, Elodie in early March
(Photo of 2 daughters). Matthew was great
to give IUJ advice on a press release about
the Guinness record challenge, and info for
this special edition. Great to be in contact!

96-97

Campus just learned that Dicky Aurelia
passed away in September 2004. We
hope his family and friends are doing fine.
Korkut Bilgin (photo with spouse) is back
in touch! Maqsood Ahmed was spotted in
“Global Managers,” May 2007 edition. A
photo and article about his work at HiTech
is featured.
Happy 10th Anniversary – It was great seeing
so many of you in May!

98-99

Hongxin “Brian” Yang and his wife Jennifer
announce the arrival of their son, Kenneth,
in March. Congratulations! Carol Lin is a
new home owner and enjoying a MUCH
shorter commute to work. She is in San
Francisco Bay area working as a Communications Consultant for Oracle Corporation.
Yuki Ishizuka has visited campus several
times recently!

ClassNotes
00-01
Masaru Yokoi came back on campus interviewing internship candidates! THANK YOU Kohei
Kawabata (photo at the bus stop) received his
Ph.D. at the Australian National University and is
now in his hometown of Okayama city and works
for Kibi Kokusai Daigaku as a part-time lecturer.
Tetsuya Matsushita moved to Belgium in February on assignment for Komatsu. He is General
Manager of the Komatsu Africa Office – but in
Brussels! He is scheduled to return to Japan in
December 2011. Henry Inoue is in Shanghai as
CEO of Sensation International Holding Company
since October. The company was established in
HK, but most of his projects are in China
"Shanghai, Suzhou & Guangzhou". The company’s main projects are the producing commercial complexes (Shopping Center) and supporting the government’s commercial projects.

02

Sandra Lee married Andrew in late June. Six
IUJers (IR/IM 01-02) gathered for their ceremony!
Congratulations! (Photo)

03

Ali Itani is now based in Kuwait, but traveling
extensively for KGL, one of the leading logistics
companies in the region which specializes in Port
and Airport Management as well as being the
Holding Corporation for another 29 companies.
He is the Political Analyst to the CEO and the
Holding in general. Bulgan Luuzandamba is married, and is still with UN Mongolia and responsible for monitoring and evaluation aspect of the
country programme. She just returned to work
around April after taking time on maternity leave
with her baby girl, Ariun (Photo), born in August
2006 ! Sunao Okamoto is enjoying his 2 daughters, Lisako (3)and Ayuko (10 months). The family photo, right, was taken last November for
Lisako’s “Shichigo-san” (a rite of passage and
celebration for children). He remains in charge
of trading liquefied natural gas for Osaka Gas
Co., Ltd. I visited several countries for business
trip and met some of my IUJ friends. (I might visit
your place suddenly!) I want to go around the
world to meet my friends someday….

04

Erdin Saidina joined a new company in May, and
is working hard for Mitsui Indonesia. Lukman
Aroean is still a student most of the time, but
has been teaching in two universities in the UK.
He plans to submit his PhD thesis this year to the
Norwich Business School where he is concentrating on Marketing. Sheetu Sehgal got married
and Noda-san and Takayo-san attended (photo)!

05

Samantha Jayasuriya is working in the Sri Lanka
Permanent Mission to the United Nations since
August 06 as First Secretary. She will be there for
2 more years covering the work related to UN
peacekeeping matters, General Assembly Affairs, Middle East and Palestine, UN elections and
the Special Political and Decolonization Committee (Fourth Committee) of the General Assembly.
She is now married to Prashantha Wijesinghe, an
IT field executive. Khin Ma Ma Myo finished his
PhD in record time, and sent in his thanks to IUJ
Faculty for their guidance and support which
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made that possible. He writes: “As soon as I
came back to Myanmar, I continued my PhD
dissertation in IR, entitled Japan's cooperation
for Myanmar economic and social development (1962-2002). I followed the hypothesis I
proved in my IDP thesis at IUJ and proved
descriptively for the case of Japan's ODA in
Myanmar for 40 years. I am now an Assistant
Lecturer in International Relations Department, Yangon University. I wanted to express
my thanks to all my professors. Without their
lectures and kindness, I wouldn’t have been
able to finish my dissertation within one
year.” Suresh Moktan (photo) announced the
birth of his daughter on March 6. Welcome
Alina! Suresh is in his 2nd year of the PhD at
Nagoya University’s Graduate School of International Development, and a TA for his advisor. Nancy Refki, Muna Tarawneh, Shunsuke
Okano, Mihai Isacovici (photo) got together to
celebrate IUJ's 25th anniversary their own
way. They met in Jordan and went all the way
to Syria on a grand adventure. Osamu Otsu is
now in New York City on-loan for his parent
company Dai Nippon Printing, assigned to
DNP Corporation USA. Enjoy the big apple!
Satoshi Kurachi joined James Graham (99)
(photo) on campus to help us with an IUJ Info
Session. Thank you! Also helping with an Info
Session, in Nepal, was Samesh Adhikari who
proudly wore his IUJ shirt after helping recruit
new students! (Photo). Osamu Sato came
back to campus to pick up his Alumni Newsletter and visited with Yamashita-san and
Wada-san (photo below).

06

Rene Betancourt is still a student, now in the
Masters of Law course in Italy. The program is
run by the International Criminal Law & Crime
Prevention Program UNICRI - United Nations
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute. Myat Thandar Ko took an exciting
position as a Trainer and Consultant at Capacity Building Initiative (CBI) Project! Biswa
Sengupta is a consulting in India with Cap
Gemini Business Consulting.

Class of 2007
94 new members joined the Alumni Association in June. Congratulations to you all, and a
super pat on the back for Valedictorians Cao,
Thi Cam Van (MA) and Le, Pham Hanh (MBA).

Where do we go from here?
IUJ Alumni Association Chair, Tomohito Shinoda (Class of 1986)
3. Scholarship support - as soon as
you are able, make a money donation back to campus to help IUJ
support deserving students
through a scholarship. The
ThANKS Fund is on-going and
needs your cash.

IUJ now has 25 years of history, and
nearly 2,500 alumni. Our school has
given each of us something special
for ourselves, and many shared
experiences be it if we graduated in
1986 or 2006.
As IUJ heads into its second quarter
century, it is time for the Alumni to
step up to help shape IUJ’s future,
support new students, and foster
their academic and career pursuits.
Here are 4 specific things you can
do to get involved and contribute.
1. Experts Program - volunteer to
contribute your area of knowledge by either coming to campus
or participating via email and
internet exchanges.

4. Internships and Job Hiring more and more alumni are getting involved with Gretchen to
offer internships and jobs, and
the trend needs to continue and
strengthen. With the increasing
number of private students, more
opportunities in Japan AND overseas are needed. We are now
getting old enough to make hiring decisions and create internship programs or make introductions. Please get involved.

So a
“Kampai”
for 25 even better years
for IUJ!

2. Ambassador’s Program - help
recruit new students that can
benefit from IUJ’s unique cultural
immersion and come out stronger
global leaders - recruit new
students from those sitting next
to you at work, friends, kids,
neighbors, your students . . .

国際大学も創立２５周年となり、修了生も
２５００名近くになりました。卒業の年度は
違えども、それぞれが特別な思い出を
持っていることと思います。
国際大学が第二の四半世紀を迎える今、
国際大学と学生の将来を助けるため、修
了生の皆さんの協力が必要です。皆さん
にご協力をお願いしたいのは以下の４つ
の分野です。
①エキスパート・プログラム － あなたの
専門知識をキャンパスでの講演や、プロ
ジェクトへの参加で役立たせていただけま
せんか。
②アンバサダー・プログラム － 学生候
補者に国際大学の素晴らしさを伝えてもら
えませんか。
③中山記念奨学金募金 － 国際大学の
創立者、中山素平氏を記念した奨学金へ
のご寄付を引き続きお願いします。
④インターンシップ・就職 － 年々、在学
生のインターンシップ・就職先を提供してく
ださる修了生が増えています。でも学生数
が増加する中、ますます国内外でのイン
ターンシップや就職の必要性は高まるば
かりです。修了生の多くが、インターンシッ
プや就職ポストの提供に関与できる立場
になっていることと思いますので、ご協力
をお願いします。

IUJ、 乾杯！

NOTE: SD1 Rooms
You are invited to subscribe
IUJ graduates from outside of Japan are invited to
subscribe to a new E-magazine published by JASSO.
The purpose is to keep good communications with
those who have studied in Japan, and provide
information and resources to you that you might need.
http://www.jasso.go.jp/exchange/magazine_e.html

Due to the increase in student enrollment numbers, and the expanded summer Intensive English Program, SD1 rooms can no longer be rented to returning Alumni. Some
exceptions may be possible if IUJ invites the alum to campus as a guest speaker, or in
some other official capacity or for some special events. If SD1 rooms become available
again on an ad hoc basis, we will be sure to let you know. Sorry for the inconvenience.
Off-campus options for visits to the area are provided in the General Services section of
the Alumni Homepage.

